THE THIRD SECRET OF FATIMA,
GARABANDAL AND PLANET X

An analysis and commentary by John DiNardo (Planet X researcher and science professor.)

Below this report, I have appended the validated report of Pope John Paul II's impromptu revelation of the mysterious and long-anticipated "Third Secret of Fatima," which reads:

"... the oceans will flood whole areas of the earth, and from one moment to the next, millions of people will perish ..."

Moreover, the credibility of this candid and appalling papal revelation is bolstered by another documented [and I will document it for you in its necessarily separate video form] report of a miracle which is strikingly similar to that of God's miraculously conveyed warning to 1917's children of Fatima, Portugal.

The year was 1964; the place, Garabandal, Spain. Four little peasant girls were strolling through a field on their way to pick apples, when out of the clear sunny sky there came a loud boom. Mary Loli, in her adulthood recounting, said it sounded "like a bomb." Suddenly and impactfully, one of the girls falls to her knees in a wide-eyed trance. The other girls begin to run to call their mothers, when they, too, fall, entranced, to their knees. When they get home, they cry out to their mothers, "We Have Seen the Angel."

More involuntary entranced episodes followed over the ensuing weeks, and the excited villagers would follow the girls, taking photographs and films of them.

But one night, the girls admonished everyone to stay away from them, yet, they were seemingly unaware of what had prompted their admonition. That night was to become known as "The Night of Screams." The next morning, the girls would convey the following horrific imagery to the villagers:

"At some time in the future, all motors on Earth will stop. A great thirst will come upon everyone, and people will attempt to kill one another in their desperation."

Now, intuitions appear suddenly in our minds when we consciously make ourselves aware of the invisible, but more-real-than-reality presence of God, the Creator of us all and of everything tangible around us. Upon hearing the tale of the Garabandal prophecies, I immediately knew the causes of these prophesied horrors:

When a large celestial body passes, even as far as several million miles away from Earth (on its gravitational flirtation with its Solar paramour) this N.A.S.A.-declared "brown dwarf star" will not only exert a gravitational mantle/crust massage upon our planet, but it will also sweep Planet Earth with its invisible cloudlike electromagnetic field.
You see, stars, even dwarf stars (such as Jupiter is almost) generate magnetic fields like invisible exhaling balloons of magnetic energy. Now, couple the dwarf star's intrinsic magnetic field with its sheath of electrified plasma, which it absorbs from our heliosphere -- that electrified sphere which surrounds our entire Solar System, like a glowing balloon encasing a disc of swirling dust. The in-flying dwarf star becomes enveloped by static heliospheric electricity when it punctures our Solar System's far outlying heliosphere, while intruding from deep space. Like a bee flying into a colossal bubblegum bubble, it becomes engulfed by, and enshrouded with, this plasmatic, electrically sticky, static electricity (the kind that makes Styrofoam packing peanuts stick tenaciously to your hands when you open a package).

Now, physicists and electrical engineers know that electric particles in motion generate electromagnetic fields encircling the particles' path of motion. Imagine a line of motor boats cruising across a lake. The motor boats are like the moving electric particles, and the water wake radiating outward from the line of boats is like the generated electromagnetic field.

Indeed, this electromagnetic phenomenon is precisely that upon which the energetic rotation of electric motors is based.

Now, imagine a huge electrified celestial vehicle cruising past Earth, several million miles away. This electromagnetic street-sweeper's electromagnetic field permeates the entire Earth, and the consequence is that all electric motors will have their own internal electromagnetic fields overpowered and nulled, zeroed out -- even those motors that are Faraday-shielded:

[the little peasant girls of Garabandal, Spain:]

"At some time in the future, all motors on Earth will stop. A great thirst will come upon everyone, and people will attempt to kill one another in their desperation."

The great thirst! What's that all about? There was a man, a non-spiritual telecommunications expert who was giving a lecture to telecommunications executives, when suddenly his voice went very dead. He began choking, and was rushed to the hospital for observation. His name: Gordon Michael Scallion. Soon afterward, he began seeing colorful luminous auras outlining people's figures. He never asked for this. He never wanted it. But he was given -- by a being who cares enough to warn us -- the spirit of prophecy for a period of time. Incidentally, the miraculous and thoroughly documented "Sleeping Prophet," Edgar Cayce, also was given the gift of supernatural healing, the gift of seeing auras, and the gift of relaying God's prophetic warnings to humankind -- just as with Gordon Michael Scallion.

[Gordon Michael Scallion:]

"Prior to the millennium, the Earth becomes quiet. Then a wind picked up from the east. It was hurricane force. I then watched as the oceans themselves buckled, and land masses were thrust up. I had to go to sleep for several days after having one of these visions."
We're piecing together this puzzle about the coming great thirst. . . . An ancient psychic writer recorded, in the Kolbrin anthology, several thousand years ago:

**The Kolbrin Bible - 21st Century Master Edition**

[JD: Words within {braces} are mine.]

**Manuscripts 3:3** "When ages pass, certain laws {of gravitation} operate {apparently, but not actually} upon the stars in the Heavens {made apparent by Earth's regular stable annual revolutions around the Sun, in conjunction with Earth's diurnal rotations}. But then { Their ways change; there is movement and restless-ness, {because now an Earth-passing celestial intruder is exerting gravitational/magnetic forces upon Earth which are contrary to the Sun's stabilizing centripetal force, and contrary to the Moon's stabilizing effect upon Earth's diurnal rotation}. They are no longer constant, and a great light appears redly in the skies. {this is the red color of Planet X to which Prof. McCanney has referred in the past. As it nears our Sun, its plasmatic electrically positive coma is attracted to our Sun's dominantly electrically negative surrounding space charge, thus generating a deadly cosmic firefight between adult star and baby star.}

**Manuscripts 3:4** "When blood drops upon the Earth, the Destroyer will appear, and mountains will open up and belch forth fire and ashes. Trees will be destroyed and all living things engulfed. Waters will be swallowed up by the land, and seas will boil."

**Seas will boil.** This is what Gordon Michael Scallion saw, which will be caused by Earth's molten innards becoming increasingly heated by electromagnetic heating from the two Sun's electrical firefight within the backstreets of our inner Solar System. This is how and why, as the little girls of Garabandal envisioned, "A great thirst will come upon everyone, and people will attempt to kill one another in their desperation." They will be so desperate for water, that they will resort to drinking blood and eating flesh. I'm sorry, friends. This pains me, too. It's in the Bible. Is it Deuteronomy 28 and Leviticus 26?

The October 1981 issue of the German magazine Stimme des Glaubens reported on a discussion that Pope John Paul II had with a select group of German Catholics in November of 1980. The Pope was asked why had not the mysterious and awaited "Third Secret of Fatima" been revealed to the World in 1960, as promised by the Catholic Church since the secret was given to three little girls in Fatima, Portugal in 1917. The following is a verbatim report of the Pope's reply:

**Pope John Paul II:**

"It should be sufficient for all Christians to know this: if there is a message in which it is written that the oceans will flood whole areas of the earth, and that from one moment to the next, millions of people will perish, truly the publication of such a message is no longer something to be so much desired."

**JD:** So, they continued to withhold this secret from mankind. I was told by a scholarly member of the Catholic clergy that the reason why Pope Pius XII died in 1958 is because he was prepared to reveal the Third Secret of Fatima in 1960, as the Church had, for decades, promised to the Catholics of the World. In the years approaching 1960, there was a great burgeoning spirit of Fatima fervor among the hundreds of
millions of Catholics around the World, in anticipation of the promised revelation of the mysterious supernaturally delivered Third Secret of Fatima. This clergyman told me that Pope Pius XII prematurely unsealed and read the Third Secret in the esoteric presence of Cardinal Stritch, Cardinal Ottaviani, and the Pope's secretary, the American priest, Fr. Richard Hewes, who later revealed this story to certain clergy members and influential Catholics. As told to me, Pope Pius XII “wept bitterly for two weeks thereafter." Pope Pius XII died of natural or unnatural causes in 1958, as did Cardinal Stritch -- and so, the Third Secret of Fatima remained a secret until 1980 when Pope John Paul II spilled the real Third Secret, in contradiction to the bogus Third Secret which was published in the year 2000, after forty years of delay time in which to concoct a new Third Secret. I was also told by this same source that Sister Lucia, the only surviving child who had supernaturally received the Three Secrets, had been represented by an imposter for years. I was told that the first imposter of Sister Lucia rebelled, and so they had to find another imposter, who rode out her tour of duty at the Carmelite Convent until her death. There are numerous child and adult photographs on the Internet proving that the child of Fatima, Lucia, was not the same person who publicly represented her. This fraud strongly suggests that the real Sister Lucia was murdered- all because of Pope John Paul's spilled secret:

"the oceans will flood whole areas of the earth, and that from one moment to the next, millions of people will perish."

Related:
http://www.fatima.org/thirdsecret/fulda.asp

The Little Girls of Garabandal, Spain:
http://www.garabandal.org/News/Garabandal_Warning_Miracle_Interviews.shtml